AVPro Edge Offers Full Conference Room System Solution with ConferX Line
With the addition of two new multi-format matrix switchers, AVPro Edge anchors their full conference room
system/classroom solution.
AVPro is excited to announce the launch of the AC-CX42-AUHD and AC-CX62-AUHD, two new 18Gbps HDMI conference
room/classroom matrix switchers. These products work seamlessly alongside any of the existing ConferX solutions to
create a custom installation.
Simple, intuitive and automatic control make these units the ideal “in-room” matrix switchers. The “Auto” option which
defaults to the last plugged-in device and simple one button control for each output makes presenting easier for
teachers, professors and business professionals. Each switch can display any of the four (CX42) or six (CX62) sources
through both the HDBaseT and HDMI output port. Each of the outputs are independent of each other allowing two
sources to be shown at the same time. In addition, the audio inputs and outputs work with microphone or intercom
systems. All of these features make the AC-CX42-AUHD and AC-CX62-AUHD ideal for classroom, conference room and
huddle room environments.
These switches anchor the entire ConferX line-up. Their HDBaseT inputs are compatible with all of the wall plate
transmitters including Mini DisplayPort, VGA, HDMI and the new USB-C version – ideal for screen sharing with the 2019
MacBook series and other computers that only offer a USB-C output for video. The ConferX Universal Amplifier can also
be used as the receiver for the HDBaseT input. This allows the integrator to connect speakers and/or the room projector
to the AC-CX100-RAMP and amplify sound while controlling the system via one of the switchers.
AVPro’s Jeff Murray stated, “I’ve been in hundreds of conference rooms and classrooms in my life, nothing halts a
meeting quicker than having issues with the equipment in the room and in turn, getting the presentation on screen.
With ConferX solutions, integrators can set up the room with confidence knowing the end user won’t have a problem
sharing with their brand new laptop or tablet and each meeting/class will run smoothly.”
For more information on the AC-CX42-AUHD and AC-CX62-AUHD please visit www.avproedge.com or call AVPro Edge at
877-886-5112.
About AVPro Edge:
AVPro Edge was founded and is headquartered in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. An AVPro Global Holdings company, AVPro
Edge diligently develops and manufactures connectivity products designed to provide integrators with the tools they
need to get their jobs done. As a full adopter of HDMI, HDBaseT and HDCP, AVPro Edge provides the quality products
integrators deserve. Our engineers regularly work with these organizations and chip manufacturers to ensure the very
best and capable products come to market. For more information visit www.avproedge.com or call (877) 886-5112.

